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Standard Model

● Gauge group:

● Gauge interaction measured (1-10) per mille level at LEP.

● Gauge boson masses are obtained as 



  

Z boson properties
 

Decay width:

Total decay width 2.5 GeV, Hadronic decay width 1.75 GeV, Invisible 
decay width 499 MeV, Leptonic decay width per flavor 84 MeV.

Remember:   

 

Zff  coupling:



  

LEP observables

Cross section

Master formula

●  

Forward Backward Asymmetry



  

Top-less ruled out!
Even though top couldn't be produced at LEP, its presence was inferred from the 
partial Z decay width and FB asymmetry in bottom channel. 

If bottom `were' isosinglet, the partial width would be 23.5 MeV.  Expt number close to 
376 MeV. The discrepancy is too much!  Also, isospin of bottom has to be -1/2.  Same 
conclusion from FB-asymmetry, which is sensitive to single power of isospin.

Thus even before top was discovered, not only its existence but also its gauge 
quantum numbers were comprehensively established by studying how the Z boson 
couples to the bottom quarks.

●

●

Measurements of electroweak radiative effects provided further hint 
to the top quark mass. Increasingly more precise measurements 
demanded more accurate theoretical predictions. 



  

Early radiative corrections

To have a feeling, look back to summer 1992.



  

Rho parameter

An important parameter for weak scale physics



  

Custodial symmetry



  

Vector boson self energies

 



  

Renormalization procedure

Follow the steps:



  

Renormalization conditions
On-shell scheme



  

How many parameters?
.



  

Renormalization effects



  

STU parameters

 

Peskin, Takeuchi; Marciano, Rosner; Kennedy, Langacker (1990); Altarelli, Barbieri (1991)



  

How to measure S and T ?

The vector and axial-vector couplings of Z are modified due to wave-
function renormalization as    

1992

2014 PDG



  

Top and Higgs from T and S
T is quadratically sensitivity to top mass   

 

Zbb vertex

Log sensitivity to Higgs mass (Veltman screening)



  

Constraints on extra chiral family

● A multiplet of heavy chiral family contributes to S irrespective of its mass. 
The contribution for a degenerate chral family is

● A fourth chiral family is hugely disfavored by S and T  (combining the Higgs 
data, a fourth chiral family with a single Higgs doublet is ruled out)

● Examples of T-violating (but S-preserving) operator

and S violating (but T-preserving) operator     

With U = 0



  

Outlook

● Standard `Model' should now be called Standard `Theory'. 

● Measuring gauge interaction to a per mille precision, fixing the number 
of light neutrinos to 3, constraining the heavy chiral families irrespective 
of the mass  are all outstanding achievements.

● Precision measurements have guided us to the experimental discovery 
of the top quark and Higgs boson.

● Higgs precision measuments would now take over. New Physics Model 
building is now more difficult than ever!  

● Let's keep our fingers crossed.   
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